Background and Summary of the Banning Surveillance Advertising Act

Surveillance advertising has been called the Internet’s Original Sin\(^1\) and a “time bomb at the heart of the Internet” that could harm society on the scale of the subprime mortgage crisis.\(^2\) The Banning Surveillance Advertising Act goes after this problem by banning the practice, which goes by various names (e.g., targeted, behavioral, programmatic, personalized ads) but is always premised on unseemly data collection and tracking to enable advertising. This pernicious practice is at the root of disinformation, discrimination, and privacy abuses.

Scholars have shown how surveillance capitalism undermines human autonomy and subverts democracy.\(^3\) Companies collect unseemly amounts of data to maximize user engagement because that increases ad revenue.\(^4\) Personal data is abused to target ads with major societal harms, including voter suppression,\(^5\) racist housing discrimination,\(^6\) sexist employment exclusions,\(^7\) political manipulation,\(^8\) and threats to national security.\(^9\) Surveillance advertising also invades privacy and threaten civil liberties, such as by tracking which place of worship individuals attend and whether they participated in protests and then selling this information to advertisers.\(^10\)

Prohibiting explicit targeting to protected class attributes is insufficient because proxy attributes abound and opaque algorithms chase engagement over fairness even when advertisers haven’t explicitly made discriminatory targeting decisions.\(^11\) Prohibiting certain sensitive ads (e.g., political) is important but insufficient because such topics are difficult to ringfence.\(^12\) For this reason, dozens of public interest groups, privacy advocates, internet rights activists, consumer advocates, civil rights champions, and others are calling for a ban on surveillance advertising.

The Banning Surveillance Advertising Act does what its title suggests. The legislation prohibits advertising facilitators (e.g., Facebook, Google DoubleClick, data brokers) from targeting ads with the exception of broad location targeting to a recognized place (e.g., municipality). The bill makes explicit that contextual advertising is allowable. The bill also prohibits advertisers from targeting ads based on protected class information and any information they purchase. Violations can be enforced by the Federal Trade Commission, state attorneys general, or private lawsuits.

Advertising enables many of the “free” internet products that exist today, and it enables small businesses, nonprofits, and challenger politicians to cheaply reach customers, funders, and voters. It is for this reason, the Banning Surveillance Advertising Act clarifies that contextual ads (i.e., ads based on the content a user is currently engaging with) are allowable. Research shows that targeted ads only yield a 4% bump in efficacy for advertisers over contextual ads.\(^13\)
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